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ANYTHING GOES

by Cole Porter
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CAST

Reno Sweeney
Billy Crocker
Moonface
Hope
Bonnie
Sir Evelyn
Mrs. Harcourt
Whitney
Bishop
Steward
Reporter & Sailor
Cameraman & Sailor
Ching
Ling
Purity
Chastity
Charity
Virtue
Purser
Captain
Miss Upper Berth
Passengers & Crew
Swing Dancer

Robbin Watts*
Jesse McElroy*
Tom Robinson
Lisa Williams
Marcy Van Reenen
George Pirkle
Valerie Maize
Lance Keenan
Don Swafford
Jim McCoy
John Sprague
Hugh Diffly
Philip Brewer
Dana Dichiara
Michelle Ronk
Tina Trinkler
Susan Faust
Marvin J. Henson
Alan Dismukes
Jay Clark, Susan Beckett-Jones,
Cynthia James, Tiffany Riggins,
Terri Abbott, Russell Sellers,
Lee Ann Douglas, John Sprague,
Hugh Diffly, Paige Guthrie & Philip Brewer
Keri Flowers

*Denotes membership in Alpha Psi Omega, national theatre honorary.

ANYTHING GOES BAND

Charles Shaffer..............................Percussion
Steve Tanner...............................Woodwinds
Todd Troulias..............................Woodwinds
Jim Henderson..............................Trombone
Bob Black..................................Trombone
Lee Mohler................................Trumpet
Larry Ward.................................Guitar
Jay Rodgers...............................Brass

MUSICAL NUMBERS

Act I

“YOU’RE THE TOP”.......................Billy and Reno
“DON VOYAGE”..........................Cast
“IT’S DELICIOUS”.......................Billy and Hope
“HEAVEN HOP”..........................Bonnie & Angels
“FRIENDSHIP”..........................Reno, Billy & Moonface
“I GET A KICK OUT OF YOU”.........Reno
“ANYTHING GOES”......................Reno & Chorus

Act II

“PUBLIC ENEMY NUMBER ONE”........Chorus
“LET’S STEP OUT”.......................Bonnie
“LET’S MISBEHAVE”....................Reno & Sir Evelyn
“BLOW, GABRIEL, BLOW”..............Reno & Chorus
“ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT”.............Billy & Hope
“BE LIKE THE BLUEBIRD”...............Moonface
“TAKE ME BACK TO MANHATTAN”.......Reno & Angels
“YOU’RE THE TOP” - Finale............Cast

ANYTHING GOES is produced by arrangement with TAMS-WITMARK MUSIC LIBRARY, INC. of New York.

The taking of photographs and/or the recording of this production are strictly prohibited. Your cooperation will be appreciated.